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Art and the City

By artandthecity@hotmail.co.uk

I should have written this the morning after, yet my computer was far 
away on the other side of the Thames, my head was circling with a hang-
over and I had to ride to work for a brunch shift serving beans on toast to 
people who should be able to afford better. Met up with ‹The Frequent 
Flyer› to go to the Joiner’s Arms last Saturday night– that place where all 
the arty fags and their friends hang out. Its always a good time and some-
thing interesting always happens. You can ask the bartender for some co-
caine and he’ll point you to a skinny guy at the end of the bar. Last time 
we went there this guy was aggressively trying to sell us some when we 
weren’t really in the mood. We told him no thanks and left only to end 
up back there two hours later, tipsy and begging the same guy to sell us 
some drugs. He was so offended that when I went up to him he yelled 
something in a mad gibberish that sounded something like “don’t even 
think about it!” If there’s any art to London it’s in this place.
‹The Frequent Flyer› and I where happily downing some pints, catching 
up and enjoying the small but packed dance floor. ‹His Other Half› is be-
coming very well known for what he does, so every now and then he gi-
ves me an update of meeting up in some place like LA and going to pool 
parties in bungalows and snorting cocaine with people that have too much 
plastic surgery. He tells me that when they went to Japan there were girls 
screaming outside his hotel window. It all sounds so mad yet so typical. 
I ran into a friend who introduced me to this cute skinny guy with a bull 
ring through his nose. We got to talking about my grad program and how 
we’re given the opportunity to invite guest tutors and how I had wan-
ted to invite Wolfgang Tilmans but my personal tutor told me he had 
refused because he was trying to get his boyfriend in to Goldsmiths but 
then his boyfriend didn’t get accepted. This guy was listening to me not 
saying anything, then when I finished, he said “I am Wolfgang Tilmans 
boyfriend”. I never found out if the whole story was true or not as I was 
too focused on my embarrassment to pay any attention to what Wolfgang 
Tilman’s boyfriend said after that.
There was this big guy that started talking to ‹The Frequent Flyer› and 
myself and buying us gin and tonics which I was relieved about because I 
was short on cash and hate getting drunk on beer. I can’t really remember 
what we were talking about, but in my increasingly drunken haze, I be-
gan to sense some electricity in the conversation. ‹The Frequent Flyer› and 
I both like big men, but at this point I wasn’t paying too much attention 
to my pal and was focusing on the guy’s chest in front of me. London can 
be such a huge place and such a small place at the same time. The Joiner’s 
Arm’s even more so. It turns out he was the boyfriend of the director of 
an East-end Gallery which recently closed down. I had gone to the clo-
sing down party there and it was almost all gay men. It was like being in 
a gay bar but instead of black walls, they were white.
Last call was called and we had our wobbly last drink and spilled out onto 
the pavement outside, not really wanting to say goodbye. Conversation 
had been good and animated and comfortable. It seems the only way to 
have a decent conversation with any Londoner is after three pints, or in 
this case three gin and tonics. I suppose the punch line of the evening was 
that this guy invited us both back to his place. Not to have tea (‹The Fre-
quent Flyer› told him we would come if he had tea), but for a threesome. 
The three of us, all with other halves in other places, fucking. It was a 
strange picture in my mind. It would have been wrong for only one of 
us to go, despite ‹The Frequent Flyer› urging me – pushing me literally 
into the guy. I’m always the one who wants to do these things but needs a 
friend to be there for support and to share in the fun. The more the mer-
rier is what they say, right? 

After an uncomfortable moment of the Joiner’s guy walking away then 
‹The Frequent Flyer› yelling for him to come back then us still not having 
the guts to follow him home, he finally left with his hands in the air in 
a surrender kind of gesture and we went our separate ways, probably for 
the better, as it would have been uncomfortable and messy in the mor-
ning when sobriety kicked in. Besides, too many people knew too many 
people, the art world being what it is. Instead, ‹The Frequent Flyer› and I 
walked home through the empty streets, gave each other a blissfull joy-
ride in an abandoned shopping cart giggling all the way back to his place 
falling over curbs and sidewalks and crashing finally in his room full of 
striped rugby shirts, hundreds of trainers and two guitars. I tried a fri-
endly serenade with a messy rendition of I Used To Love Her But I Had 
To Kill Her until he lifted his head from the other end of the bed, mum-
bling for me to be careful with the guitar because it was Cindy Lauper’s. 
I freaked and switched to a made up version of Time after Time sitting 
on a floor littered with magazines with ‹The Other Half› on the cover. 
Not quite the LA lifestyle, but I was just as happy to have played Cindy’s 
guitar, hung out with a dear friend and have been given some sexual at-
tention all in one night.
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Chat: Berlin-Bucharest

iri@myway.com: Iuuupii we are finally coordinated! where are you? 
I am in Bucharest!
auk@gmx.ch: hey irina! you‘re in romania? here is berlin speaking... 
haha.. i‘m finally going to stay here a bit. it‘s good to spend the summer 
in berlin. before i‘ve visited amsterdam I had a quick trip to switzerland 
again
iri@myway.com: I am re-editing my Monopoly video and I am hoping 
to finish soon. And I am also hoping to go away for a few days but it‘s rai-
ning a lot everywhere in romania, and there are floods...
auk@gmx.ch: yes, i heard... there are floods quite at many places!?
iri@myway.com: Is it nice and warm in Berlin? Two curators from Ber-
lin came last week in Bucharest and I have met them (women curators). 
Bucharest is fine but everyday we see a lot of disasters in the countrysi-
de and it might be dangerous to travel there. There was a wave of 4m in 
the north that took all the cars in the region and some roofs in one place 
that we wanted to go... Tonight at Galeria Noua is the opening of Josef 
Bartha, the Romanian artist who was the last residency artist in Boswil, 
with fotos that he made there...and i love them, he is a good artist. What 
about Berlin?
auk@gmx.ch: i‘m sorry! i got kicked out of the internet, had to go to 
my neighbour to ask him to switch on his internet airport again... I haven‘t 

seen any shows here since i got back from amsterdam, only a performance 
at the opening of „der freie wille“, a show at arena in an ex-bunker at the 
ex-east-west-border here in berlin. ina, a friend of mine, found a couple of 
modelling girls from russia. they‘re learning how to become models here 
in berlin. she asked them, if they would like to partizipate in the perfor-
mance for her. dressed in white and holding a candle they walked in a line 
through the labyrinth of the bunker. three russian women were singing 
as well. it was very good! i did the filming. oh yes - the main thing about 
the opening was the visit of gorbatschow - he just didn‘t show up down-
stairs, as supposed to, so there was this big chaos and wondering where 
he would be, and when. i didn‘t see him after all.
In amsterdam there was the final exhibition at my ex-school (gerrit riet-
veld academy). every year people go back there to see and to meet up 
again...it‘s like a big family sometimes. it‘s good to see the show - there 
were many good videos from the audiovisual department..the new gene-
ration.. every year another one (so many artists...god..)
iri@myway.com: I saw a similar show (final show of the art school) in 
Viena but I was impressed how bad it was...although not as bad as the exhi-
bition of Contemporary Vienise art „Lebt und arbeit in Wien“ in Kunst-
halle... But I saw a beautiful show, a retrospective of Baldessari in Ludwig 
Museum. I am sure you would have liked it. It made me happy... 
auk@gmx.ch: yes, i heard the baldessari show must be good!
iri@myway.com: how is rijksakademie.? how are the works produced 
there, do you see their shows?
auk@gmx.ch: i‘ve been there two years ago. it‘s allright. some are very 
good, some are boring. the thing about rijks is, it‘s good for making con-
nections and strengthen the professional experience. most people i know, 
who are there or went there (to study), they were happy about it. it‘s very 
prestigous... i was thinking to try it, too, this year. but i don‘t want to go 
back to live in amsterdam. and besides, it‘s good to be working just like 
this, without any academical framework around you
iri@myway.com: yes, you are right but they give you a fellowship. I am 
thinking of trying, but...i am still not done in Chicago, so I don‘t know, 
but it would be cool to be both there. but why you wouldn‘t like to live 
in amsterdam, is because berlin is better life?
auk@gmx.ch: amsterdam is good to visit, or to live for one or two years. 
i liked it, especially coming there from switzerland. but then, it turns out 
to become very small, organized, it‘s very comfortable, indeed - this i 
didn‘t find good conditions to work.
iri@myway.com: are you still getting up at 5 in the morning? did you 
get any news from Janek, is he safe in India I wonder... what‘s next for 
you any traveling plans?
auk@gmx.ch: i‘m getting up at 8 now... and besides, the dutch mentality 
isn‘t an easy one after all...to make friend is kind of hard... i wonder about 
janek, too. i wonder how he got back from prague without his identity 
card. now i‘ll focus on my next exhibition in fribourg. so no travelling in 
the near future. there‘s simply no time. also other smaller things i have to 
do - a video clip for a friend in zürich.. and the trailer for oliver.. the next 
big move will be beginning next year. i got a residency in buenos aires - i 
look really forward to that one! 
iri@myway.com: how nice, buenos aires! 
auk@gmx.ch: el basilisco, have you heard of it? actually esra once sent 
me the tip to apply there.
iri@myway.com: No, I don‘t know about it, but I will look into it. Can 
I come and visit ? when are you going to buenos aires?
auk@gmx.ch: yeah, come! i don‘t know yet, when it starts. they‘re 
trying to get funding from pro helvetia, too (long live pro h). it will be 
the first residency in the coming year.
iri@myway.com: from buenos aires you can also fly probably quite che-
ap to chicago, so,...if you are tempted... 26th floor nice view...
auk@gmx.ch: oh, sure... chicago i‘d like to see! if i have money.. 
mmh.
iri@myway.com: I want to go to morocco this week, but I am sure it-s 
not going to happen, uf... A friend of mine from the Art Institute is there 
sending me tempting emails...also I would like to see Venice, Bienale of 
course. I heard again mixed things about it, so i guess if I don‘t go there 
I won‘t suffer a lot.
auk@gmx.ch: i also just hear mixed things. it‘s not really on the way 
this time.. i think i‘ll skip it.
iri@myway.com: Hey, got to go soon, I am off to see if I can afford to 
go to Moroccco.
auk@gmx.ch: allright! take care of yourself. a big kiss!
iri@myway.com: a big kiss from me too. PA!



Khaled Hourani & Anna Boggon in Ramallah

Concrete test body, General Pape Strasse, Berlin. Photo by Susanne Kriemann
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Palestinians to go into Israel or vice versa; the cruelty of living within an 
hour from the Mediterranean or the Dead Sea and not be allowed to go. 
The checkpoints that can spring up on any road at any time, manned by 
aggressive Israeli soldiers (male and female) who look as if they’ve barely 
left high school. The Wall is supposed to be complete by the beginning 
of September, and new restrictions will be imposed on where people can 
go - no-one is quite sure how it will be, but you can guarantee that it will 
mean further closures and tighter restrictions.
But I’m trying not to write about all of that for the catalogue. I’m trying 
to write about the breathing space that the Workshop was for the artists 
here, about the work, the artists we met and the connections we made. 
The Palestinian people’s spirit is phenomenal, although the cracks inevi-
tably show at times. Many people speak excellent English so meaningful 
conversations can be had without struggling with language that can so 
often be the case within Europe - in a film we saw in Jifna called ‘Private’ 
about the occupation of a Palestinian family’s home by a group of Israeli 
soldiers, I was surprised to learn that English is the language most often 
used in encounters between Israelis and Palestinians. 
Ramallah is a lively, busy place, especially around the centre with its mar-
ket, shops, coffee shops, fresh fruit juice bars and restaurants. And there 
are lots of new buildings going up: shops, apartments and hotels. Ramal-
lah is the cultural centre of Palestine and there are many artists, although 
it is a relatively small community. You cannot walk or drive around the 
streets without bumping into or seeing someone you know somewhe-
re. Exhibitions are held at the Qattan Foundation, the Sakakini Cultural 
Centre, the League of Palestinian Artists, the Centre Culturel Francais 
or the Franco-German Cultural Centre. But they are nearly always of 
work by Palestinian artists - which they should be. But there is a need to 
see more work from other places. And a need for some kind of forums for 
debate and discussion. But I sense that you cannot know what you have 
not had much experience of. There have been few exhibitions of work 
from elsewhere because of the financial and practical difficulties of orga-
nizing them. The Israelis may not let any work go through, or may hold 
it with no explanation for as long as they want. It is not so long ago that 
for Palestinians, under the occupation before the Oslo Accord of 1993, 
paintings were classified in a military ruling as leaflets and subject to cen-
sorship regulations that prohibited anything with ‘politicial significance‘ 
which also included ‘carving in stone...photographing..... communicating 
expression, numbers, symbols, maps, painting, decoration....
Digital technology, the Internet and email (and mobile phones) have been 
very useful as they defy distance, physical borders and restrictions. Virtual 
contact is now much easier if actual is not. The Virtual Gallery being set 
up at Birzeit University is doing a great job of a mammoth task of presen-
ting information about art in Palestine as well as news about exhibitions, 
etc, in other places. Young artists are increasingly using digital photogra-
phy and video, but many artists continue to work in painting and sculp-
ture. There is no art school as such, but classes and workshops are held in 
various places: the Young Artists Forum or the Sakakini centre for ex-
ample. Most of the artists have either studied another subject, or have stu-
died in Egypt, Iraq or Syria, and sometimes in Europe - but the financial 
costs of that are usually prohibitive.
I feel I shouldn’t be writing this. I am by definition an outsider, and this 
is an outsider‘s brief report with a limited perspective. Next time, I will 
find an insider to tell you what’s really going on.
Check out:
www.virtualgallery.birzeit.edu; www.qattanfoundation.org; 
www.sakakini.org

Update: Ramallah
By nicolagray@nicgray.fsnet.co.uk

I’m back in Ramallah in the West Bank for the second time this year. The 
first was in April/May for an International Artists Workshop organized 
by the Palestinian Ministry of Culture. Four artists came from London 
(me, Anna Boggon, Terry Smith and Richard Mosse - although Richard 
is actually from Co. Kilkenny). We spent 10 days with about 35 other 
artists - mostly Palestinian, but also from Germany, France and the US. 
Many of the Palestinian artists who were there live in Ramallah, the ‘ca-
pital’ of Palestine; others came from Jerusalem, Hebron, Nablus, and from 
within ‘Israel‘: from Galilee and the Golan Heights. As no Palestinians 
are allowed to travel from the West Bank to Gaza, or vice versa, there was 
no one from Gaza taking part. And artists from Morocco, Egypt, Jordan 
and Tunisia who were invited were denied visas by the Israeli authorities. 
Men outnumbered women by about 20 to 1; women artists are definitely 
a minority. The Workshop took place in a quiet village called Jifna, north 
of Ramallah, that dates back to the time of the crusades. A Christian vil-
lage, which surprised us as we think of Palestine as being Islamic - and it 
is, particularly in Gaza - but we forget that this is the original Holy Land 
and there have been Christians here for a long time. 
The Workshop was the first time such an event had happened in Palestine. 
The relative lack of military incursions in the West Bank recently, the re-
opening of the road between Ramallah and Jifna (the road was destroyed 
by the Israelis) and a major checkpoint along it being dismantled, meant 
that it had been possible to organise something like this. Palestine has 
suffered for a long time. In an isolated situation with no security and in-
dependence and when you are under ongoing occupation with your land 
and homes seized, your borders controlled and your economy strangled, 
it is hard to sustain cultural activity. But there are always artists. 
The Workshop was a big deal for everyone - Palestinian artists of all ge-
nerations could meet and work together. And for us foreigners, the who-
le experience is one we will not forget - particularly the aggressive Israeli 
security procedures at Tel Aviv airport (both entering and leaving), and 
passing through the Qalandia checkpoint between Jerusalem and Ramal-
lah. But neither will we forget the welcoming friendliness and humour 
of the Palestinian people. All kinds of art work appeared in and around 
the village - all subtly influenced by where we were and addressing the 
situation. The Open Day was a big event - I’m sure Jifna had never seen 
so many visitors, TV cameraman or VIPs.
Now I’m back for two weeks working with Khaled Hourani, an artist 
and writer and the fine arts minister for the Ministry of Culture, to edit 
and produce a catalogue documenting the Workshop. I’m trying to write 
the introductory essay, but I’m struggling. It’s hard not to write about the 
‘situation’ which underlies almost every conversation you have. People 
here have had enough; they’re tired. They want to talk about other things. 
But I am haunted by the gouged out marks made on the curbstones of al-
most every street in Ramallah by the Israeli tanks when they were here 
in force two or three years ago. And by the insane Wall that is snaking its 
way through the West Bank, walling people in, separating people from 
friends, families and livelihoods. The crazy ID systems that don’t allow 

Information: WeAreTheArtists

By kielmayer@gmx.net

WeAreTheArtists was part of the Publish and be damned fair held in London on July 31 and participates at the Fake Project exhibition organised by 
Dimitrina Sevova and Alain Kessi held at the Center for Contemporary Art in Plovdiv, Bulgaria, in October. For further information check out the home-
pages www.publishandbedamned.org and www.fake.arttoday.org.
WeAreTheArtists is still online on www.wearetheartists.net, including a chatroom and pdfs of all the published newspapers. Number 6 of the newspaper will be 
launched with the exhibition ‘Do you want a Baileys?’ at k3 project space in December in Zurich. For all enquiries, please contact wearetheartists@gmx.net. 

By sk@thecamouflagemuseum.org

MEMORY – revisited
„40 000 ton is the weight of the load test body at the General-Pape Strasse. 
It was a test as to whether the giant Triumphal Arc, Hitler dreamed of in 
sketches since 1924, could stand on Berlin‘s sandy ground. Since the 40ties 
the concrete block sank 20 centimetres.“
I found this text in the newspaper, next to a photo showing a huge tree, 
and corners of the above described concrete block. The image in relation 
to the figure 40 000 struck me and I decided to visit the place. The block 
is situated next to the railways, close to S-Bahnhof Yorckstrasse. Luckily 
I caught a glimpse of it from the train. I wouldn’t have found it by asking 
people about its location. The load test body is locked in a garden. Next 
to the enormous object, there is a shed with a measure tool, which must 
be there since the 40ties as well. The place has a strange atmosphere to it. 
The closer I approached the block, the more intensive became the histori-
cal weight, the further I walked away, the more harmless it got. From the 
neighbouring gardens it is nothing but concrete behind trees. 
The load test body sinks 3,3 millimetres per year, and will be fully disap-
peared in 3300 years (according to my calculation). 
Please visit The Camouflage Museum / Arc de Triomphe at General-
Papestrasse in Berlin. (S-Bahnhof General-Pape Strasse, exit to Gener-
al Pape-Stasse and walk in direction Yorckstrasse, 24 hours open, access 
free)

Update: Berlin

Daros Collection
‘Le parc lumiere’ is a MUST

1
NEW

ArtsCharts Zurich

Ausstellungsraum 25
Felix Schramm was superb! 

2
NEW

Staub Kohler
Marianne Engel a new shooting star?

3
5

De Pury & Luxembourg 
With Kabakov another highend expo

4
6

Migros Museum
Yoko Ono very 60s, next show sounds promising

5
4

k3 project space
Hunziker/Madörin was great!  

6
3

Gallery Bob van Oursaw 
Van Lieshout much better than show before

7
NEW

Gallery Nicola von Senger 
Wurm and Parr both okay

8
5

Helmhaus
Zurich grant show controversial as ever

9
NEW

Kunsthalle
Keren Cytter puts it back on its deserved place

100
8

Tate Modern
Open Systems, Rethinking Art

1
NEW

ArtsCharts London

South London Gallery
Saskia Olde Wolbers                      

2
NEW

ICA
Martha Rosler                 

3
NEW

Gallery Fred
Philip Jones  

4
NEW

Flaca 
Memphis

5
NEW

Moderart
Nigel Cooke    

6
NEW

Tate Modern 
Frida Kahlo

7
NEW

Alison Jaques
Graham Little

8
NEW

The Hayward Gallery
Rebecca Horn

9
7

Victoria Miro
Varda Caivano

10
NEW

...
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SubREAL (Calin Dan and Iosif Kiraly), Interviewing the Cities. The project started in 1999 and comprises three layers of staged photographs: Interviews with monuments in public space (p.3), inspections of the fascinating world of cityscapes as staged by urbanism and tourist industry (p. 4/5) 
and a series of portraits produced in collaboration with the local art community (p.6). Interviewing the cities is about scanning several levels of the art realities in various cities and about articulating a subjective diary of the two artists  ̓relation with people and places.
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IBCA Prague, exhibition view of ‚We are the artistsʻ

Left: Shaan Syedʼs table infested by Olaf Breuningʼs Lemonpigs. Right: Weird performance

The end of cold war: Raphael di Luzio, USA, with Elena Kovylina, Russia

Published on www.wearetheartists.net by kielmayer@gmx.net, 

edited by kunstfly@bluemail.ch

May 30: Another night full of nightmares is after me. Again I stood in 
the National Gallery, nothing had been built and everybody was total-
ly busy. My exhibition space was filled with piles of cardboards of ano-
ther artist who told me that they will be stored here temporarily. In the 
big adjacent hall there where strange polystyrene figures; it looked more 
like an artwork than an exhibition architecture... Nobody was available. 
I could feel - and this was particularly horrible - that i am too weak to 
make them listen to me. It was this kind of repeating dream that just goes 
on and on and always is the same, sometimes interrupted by a more ‚awa-
ke‘ phase where I told myself, well, you dont know yet, you will only see 
tomorrow, so calm down... In about 2 hours I will know. 
June 1: 8 am and I am sitting at my computer again - no nightmares but i 
guess only because of too much red wine; actually it was quite nice, grape 
called Frankovka, light but tasty with a hint of pepper...
hotel situation is a big mess, they booked double rooms for the artists and 
just put the ones together that are here for the same dates. Olympic spi-
rit? Well not with all the artists, as some refuse to share the room with 
another unknown person; which I can understand. And then we have 
the Komarov-Kriemann situation: Of course they put him into a room 
with another man and Kriemann with another woman. But they didnt 
know that they are married! To change this is not so easy because wit-
hout renting an additional room it cannot be done - if you dont put ano-
ther man together with a female foreigner (which is impossible even in 
the Wild East). And of course the booking arrangement was closed much 
much earlier, the rooms are paid based on a special agreement and can-
not be changed anymore.
June 2: During the day i went to a shopping center in cerny most. well, 
actually it is a cluster of shopping centers, very american. I have seen the 
biggest shopping trolleys of my life at ‚Makro‘ and the most fantastic tv 
screen presentation (about 500 monitors all looking to you!!!) at ‚Electro 
World‘. It is strange to see a formerly communist country being covered 
with all this Euro trash and obviously willing to buy it in huge, almost 
unhuman amounts. but hey, maybe they must catch up somehow?
Also i have seen Flash Art biennale. Of course it is not as bad as i was 
told. Beautiful old industrial hall... the presentation was a bit similar to 
how independent art spaces do it, very basic, tv screens standing on self 
made pedestals, sometimes not even working. However, too much ugly 
horrible painting, too much progaganda against the National gallery; it 
looks desperate and I cannot understand how a player like Flash Art can 
go down on such a level...

June 3: Evening was very liquid – a lot of beer with Jiri from Umelec 
the Czech art magazine. He showed me around in Prague art scene, we 
went to an opening and had lots of beer. He is a fantastic person too and 
what they do as Umelec publishers is really great! Today he invited me 
to an informal meeting of international curators; sounds interesting, one 
from NY will be there and maybe I can drop somehow the informati-
on that there’s gonna be a Handluggage show next year... I hope that the 
Kriemann-Komarov situation will be solved until Monday, but actually 
i have no doubt that Susanne with her unbeatable charme gets what she 
wants in the end also here in Prague. My monitor is dying, so I must end 
here... Do you have a spare iBook for me when I am back?
June 4: The workers who unloaded the transport had a big laugh when it 
came to Hunzikers material. They were taking the piss out of the things 
that had been transported to Prague: It was virtually pieces of old and 
ugly wood they had brought to Prague and I am sure they think that this 
artist must be a complete mega idiot to transport such crap here where it 
can be found everywhere for free!
However, very often things are more complicated as they look at first 
sight. I met an artist from another exhibition of biennale and he was com-
plaining about the assistents of the National Gallery. At National Gallery 
they are all complaining about arrogant artists who seem to have lost sense 

The Prague files
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Update: London

for reality completely and even more arrogant curators who are absolutely 
unprofessional, chaotic and unorganised. And I am sure between curators 
and artists there is neither just bright sunshine... For example I know how 
important it is that when an artist arrives at the hotel his room is ready; but 
with all the changes all the time and almost 200 artists coming here, it is 
just impossible that there will be no mistakes. And lets face it: 90 % of the 
artists would of course not inform the hotel if they arrive one or two days 
late, n’est-ce pas? But be it like it is, I dont have such problems yet, even 
the Komarov-Kriemann situation has now been fully organised! 
June 5: Today very short update! I had party with Mark Divo and his 
mischpoke last night and went to bed only at 3. I also met David Cerny 
yesterday, a very nice and famous artist here. He looked like a czech ver-
sion of Christoph Büchel somehow, very attractive man. Tomorrow I will 
meet the other internationally famous artist Kristof Kintera. 
Have I mentionned that I will be in a big czech newspaper? They even 
wanted my photo!!! I hope they will not quote me as miserably as the Ta-
ges Anzeiger last time, as I dont want to leave the impression that I am an 
arrogant west curator! However, I really hope i get this grant in Basel as I 
dont know how to buy a new computer – well, I could not buy the bohe-
mian glasses for 50 Euro each, but I really want them!!!! they are so beau-
tiful and they would always remember me to my fabulous Prague days...

June 6: Last night a little nightmare again, hotel situation is still bothe-
ring me and other curators. End of last week I thought it is all sorted out, 
but yesterday Daniel told me that the rooms are really depressing; no ta-
ble no chairs, bathroom outside on the floor, sick lighting etc. I was qui-
te surprised as I checked out the hotel’s website before; I could find a 4 
star hotel with nice rooms with tv and bathroom, so I proudly forwarded 
this link to the artists. But obviously just next to this hotel there is ano-
ther one with the same name but without even one star! So there will be 
the ‘funny’ situation of artists going to the promising looking reception 
of the 4star hotel only to be redirected next door to an ugly building that 
deserves not even the title of a hotel... Oh dear!
However, I will get an assistant until Friday; i like the idea of having one 
and I hope I am not getting used to it too much...
June 7: It‘s morning again and I am looking forward to going to the Nati-
onal Gallery; yes indeed, as now also Susanne and Aleksander have arrived 
and start with installation! It was nice to see them again especially as they 
brought very good works. At the same time I wonder how long it takes 
this time until Susanne speaks about something else then which curator 
at which exhibition or what artist in which exhibition or not! I am always 
amazed that she knows all these people and actually I can use a lot of what 
she says for my half-ficticious artshow-opening-dialogues that I love so 
much to write. What was it yesterday? ‚She said that she was in this show 
and that she produced something super cool.‘ Isnt that just amazing? 
I wanted to wash some laundry and asked how much they charge for 
this in my hotel; i thought they would charge by machine, but of course 
they charge by piece: As i have at least 8 pieces of underwear and the 
same amount of t-shirt and socks, my washing would cost me at least 
like 50 Euro!!! Of course this is ridiculous and now I will check out 
for a laundry....
June 8: Today is a very exciting day: Panasonic is going to install my vi-
deo works!!! It all looks so professional so far and I think the exhibition 
will be super (to say it with my favourite word)... But the situation with 
my assistant has turned out to be a real turn off. He is completeley useless 
and not even good looking! Yesterday I asked him to go and look for the 
Biennale assistants Ion and Nuria and ask them for the hotel‘s name that 
we were talking about the week before. He came back with another as-
sistant who asked me who Ion and Nuria is and why I want to know in 
which hotel they stay; explaining all this took 10 minutes. Later I sent him 
to buy white tape that doesnt let light trough; 3 hours later he came back 
with one orange roll letting light trough and a yellow one that was almost 
transparent. And when I finally found a job - to bring Kovylinas 30some-
thing framed photographs down from the 5th floor to the exhibition he 
introduced me his girfriend and informed me that he wants to go now! Of 
course it‘s a lot about language, but if they pay for assistants that produce 
new work instead of getting some done this is really annoying!
Tonight Dokoupil - a Prague resident - takes us all to a fancy bohemi-
an restaurant.
June 9: Panasonic was at National Gallery yesterday and started instal-
ling; my assistant was also useful, I made him cleaning the big orient car-
pet which took him at least 4 hours (on his knees, just in front of me). 
Slowly everything is coming together and it is getting busier and busier 
in the hall. First artists flipped and said they would depart instantly if they 
dont get better hotels. Well there is obviously no toilet paper and towels, 
so i can understand them. At the same time it is interesting to see that 
‚Eastern‘ artists are much more particular about it than ‚Western‘ ones! I 
wonder if this is telling something? 
And a good advice for everybody: When they asked for technical equip-
ment and tv monitors that I want for the exhibition, of course i ordered 
‚flatscreens as big as possible‘. So yesterday they showed me what they are 

like and I was shocked: They are absolute beauties but at the same time 
huge monsters!!! I had to change the exhibition because of them and 
Elena will have only one screen instead of two, because they are just too 
fucking big for her wall! 
However, getting too big plasmascreens shows you that basically things 
are going well...
June 10: Today no real update as I am late... Everything fine, but too 
much wine last night; I dont think I drank too much but today it is the first 
time I have a sort of hangover. At 11 I have presentation of WeAreTheAr-
tists in the discussion pannel, guess it will be funny when my brain is still 
soaked with alcohol! However, yesterday this forum was not very busy, 
the 8 people attending it made look it quite miserable... We shall see!
June 11: Today the rest of the artists are arriving, so i am very excited. 
But actually it is not so easy to keep such a lot of people together! At the 
moment there is a little irritation as the reception of my hotel said that I 
will pay for my room myself - I really cannot believe this!!! I know that I 
was not supposed to stay in such a nice place but when they make mistakes 
with bookings I really dont think that I must pay for it... 
What else? Very nice was Elena Kovylina arriving on high heels for the 
installation of her piece. This was so fucking glamorous!!! And also Mark 
Divo‘s satellite in the catacombs of the Kinsky palace is developping well. 
We met with artists and curators from other shows there last night and it 
really looks totally different to all the rest of the biennale!

June12: The av-media people have not installed all projectors, not to 
mention the shifting of them. Yesterday the last artist of my show arri-
ved; now we are always a big group in the evening of about 35 curators 
and artists looking for a nice place to have dinner. This is actually not so 
easy and I sometimes feel like a teacher with his class on a school trip! We 
are really lucky that we discovered this place owned by a russian, where 
they just accept us, move all furniture for us and even manage to bring 
the dishes more or less all together! Last night music was a bit too loud 
but at least Katya and me had a wild 5minute curators‘ dance; wow, she 
is so wild!!! 

June 13: So today is the big day! Finally i must say as i could not have 
taken this much longer... Now it all looks fine and nobody will see how 
my last day before the opening was, thank God for that. It was quite a 
nightmare, projectors not installed or connected to the players, then some 
workers were still sawing in front of my expo until in the afternoon so 
we could not move on; and then the labels came with lots of mistakes of 
course. And on top of that the National gallery announced that artists 
must buy a catalogue and that they have only printed 800 copies of it. I 
really couldnt believe it! 
However, the whole thing is just too big and too expensive; I can imagi-
ne the NG goes bust after this actually... But if they make another one in 
two years they must think about a few things very seriously because just 
because of size you dont become a global player. Tomorrow no update 
but the day after tomorrow you will get my final update and the prague 
files will be closed again...
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By aeneaswilder@hotmail.com

Dear Jim,
Many thanks for the food parcel. Not that I miss the muck that passes 
for food in Scotland, but it gave the Director and his colleagues, here in 
France, such a laugh to think that this stuff is considered nutritious in  
our homeland.
Thanks also for the information on racism. Yes it is good news that the 
Scottish Executive has at last decided to research and analyse data that 
may show exactly how big the problem is in Scotland. Certainly there 
seems to be a growing problem in the rest of the UK. No surprise to you 
or I though. I remember well the hostility we used to encounter back in 
the eighties, travelling down to London to see some bands. If racial in-
tolerance can be sparked merely by someone’s accent then there are some 
deeply rooted problems within British society.
You are right when you highlight the problems that face even those born 
in Scotland. Of course, if your mother and father were both originally 
from Bengal, then clearly you are going to have a genetic imprint that 
makes you look different that the average white skinned punter from 
Paisley. Despite some 50% of all Asians being Scottish by birth the idea 
of exclusion is so well ingrained into the „Scottish“ psyche that I feel it 
may never be eradicated.
I can draw a parallel between racism and my own experiences of exclu-
sion, although not racist, within Scotland. My unusual hairline, combined 
with the choice never to actually cut my hair has given me something of 
a non conformist appearance. Of course my name does not help either, 
and probably raises deep suspicions as to my „Scottish pedigree“. How-
ever it is inexcusable that I was victimised by certain tutors all those years 
ago, due to my opinions about the art system. What I thought might be 
healthy debate was perceived as a challenge to the status quo. Due to the 
smallness of the Scottish art world network this process of intolerance was 
easily extended. I suspect that I have been persecuted, as defi ned by the 
Scottish Executive, within the Scottish art world over a period of some 
10 years now. These words relate directly to racism, however the concepts 
that defi ne racism can also be applied to elitism, and God knows the art 
world is elite if nothing else. Certainly, the world over, artists are aware 
of the elitism, nepotism and other forms of skulduggery than benefi t one 
person while being detrimental to another. Those on the selection com-
mittees have close ties to the tutors and senior artists. Word gets around 
and if the word is not good then you are faced with a handicap. 
Despite my best efforts to gain a foothold in the country of my birth, I am 

Update: Scotland

still excluded from the major systems here that operate to promote art-
ists. I wonder to what extent the propaganda, generated during my un-
dergraduate, post graduate and the subsequent studio years, has fed into 
this atmosphere of exclusion? It is impossible to prove, although the cir-
cumstantial evidence makes a pressing case in itself. In my case there is 
of course the small fact that at least one senior curator is married to a tu-
tor who dismissed me from art school, his scribbled letter stating under 
no circumstances was I ever to expect support from his institution in the 
future. I should have kept that letter. I do still have the internal memo 
from the Scottish Arts Council that states, for the record, that I received 
£8,000 in 1999, despite that fact that I received no such sum. Yes I am 
still waiting for the letter confi rming that this „clerical error“ has been 
rectifi ed, twelve months after the memo was fi rst leaked to me. Few art-
ist get a second major award from the SAC and this may go some way to 
explaining why I have been refused eleven times since 1999, for my fi rst 
major award.
When I compare my small struggles to the desperate plight of so many 
people around the world, this all seems fairly trivial. However, if the good 
people of Scotland cannot even accept their own kind, „warts and all” 
– and this is in no way restricted to the art world – then what chance do 
we have of casting aside our racial and cultural prejudices? A Man’s a man 
for a’ that. They should have been teaching us Robert Burns in school 
instead of Henry the Eighth all those years ago, and the problem may not 
have gotten so out of hand. 

With best wishes for Jason and yourself, Aeneas

June 15: Finally it is all over! The opening was a nightmare for me, it 
was one of the worst opening evenings ever. 7 pm on the dot - the of-
fi cial opening time - a videoprojector of Yves Netzhammer‘s 3 channel 
installation stopped working because of overheating. Well, it is installed 
3.5 metres above ground and we had to organise a ladder, get up there, 
plug it out and in again and then shift it as good as possible in the hectics 
of an opening.
One hour before we had discovered that Olaf Breuning‘s work was stop-
ped after 22 minutes instead 32; the synchroniser was programmed wron-
gly. I should have known, as the curator of the next Sao Paolo biennale 
came to me and told me that there is something wrong. But when I went 
into the room and saw that it was just starting perfectly synchronised again 
I just told him that it must be like that and I also think the end is not so 
strong as the beginning! Imagine this! But fortunately I bumped into him 
later and told him everything, so Olaf does not have to be afraid.... I was 
desperately looking for the AV guy Miroslav - a real gemstone and very 
clever - but within 1000 people walking around this was not very easy. 
But fi nally I found him, he got his computer and re-programmed Olaf ‘s 
videos into the 32 minute loop.
After having solved this mega problem  I wanted to go to the roof for the 
buffet and drinks. Well, wine was gone within 10 minutes and there was 
no food at all. I ended up going to the shop opposite the street to get 4 
bottles of mediocre red wine, so that we could toast at least... So I had the 
problem that everybody was getting starving and it was already like 10pm. 
And then Yves came and told me that his 3 channel projection stopped 
after 10 minutes and looped again. Clever as I am I just infered that not 
only Olaf ‘s was programmed wrongly but also Yves: Olaf got 22 instead 
of 32 minutes, Yves 32 instead of 22, so with every second loop his pro-
jection would stop in the middle. But we decided to solve the problem 
the next day, what we actually did.
Dinner was far too late in the same restaurant we always went, we had to 
wait very long to being served and I was in a very very bad temper... Only 
when we fi nally got to Mark Divo‘s place after midnight I could chill out 
a little and convince me of the fact that probably nobody had noticed all 
the problems I had...
Swiss embassy reception was fun, Mark Divo was one hour late and 
brought his whole Mischpoke with him. But as they had prepared fan-
tastic nibbles in huge amounts this was no problem. And now I am very 
happy to have a last day here in Prague as a real tourist, just walking 
around and spend my salary of the biennale on glasses by the glass ma-
nufactory Moser.


